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ABSTRACT

In this letter we clear up the Ions-standing fiusidenlification of Shannon's Information with
Entropy We slio» that Information, in contrast to Entropy, is not invariant under unitary triiisiurnialioiik
and that these quantities are only equivalent for representations consisting of Hamillonean eigeniiates We
illustrate this fact through a toy syttero consisting of a harmonic oscillator in a coherent slate. U 14 further
proved that the representations which maximize the information are those which are energy-eigenstales
This fact seu the entropy as an upper bound for Shannon's Information.

hijormaiion Thtory, Statutical Mechanics, Entropy.



Introduction

Information thci,iy híu emerged CLS U vei) powerful tool m tkliito.ii &.Í tiic.t;> of ll.t Nui

utal Sciences. Since iu birth in 194S, when Shannon formulated the mathematical themy

of information'1 •*', it found a very wide range of applications, rangii;/ f; utn the CIÍ-ÕÍICÓ!- •1-

and quantum'4'5*6' channel capacity formula» to a very recent elegant refurmulatioit of the

quantum uncertainty relations in informational language'7•*'; to Atomic Physic* where it

turned out to be a helpfull instrument to estimate the moments of inertia i>f u molecule'"';

and to Geophysics where it allowed the estimation of Earth density protilet|ul, to nome only

a few of them. Even Li-tweeii the British Police it is by now a routine to use MuxLiitiopy

Image Reconstruction technique for improving blurred pictures'11!.

If the state the system is in is not known a pnori but only its occurance probability

pn , then Shannon's entropy quantifies our ignorance concerning the actual state the

(1)

The* constant k fixes lh«- units of information, for k = 1/ln 2 it is inetiaiiM-tl m bits, ct»
If the system in question is used for communication purposes then, once a message whose
contents are not o priori known is decoded, the observer has actually picked up one from
all possible states and the so gained information is equal to Shannon's information (I)

Thus, from an informational point of view, our ignorance with respect to this system
can only be decreased by actually carrying out a new measurement, otherwise it must be
the largest possible. In other words, the probabilities of finding the system in a given state
are determined by varying (1) while inforcing the knowledge of the physical quantities
which have been actually measured, which can be accomplished thiou^h the Lagian^i
multipliers technique

For comparison purposes, we recall the entropy definition,

S = -k Tiyln/f. (2)

where p stands for the system's density matrix. In particular, in a di^onal rcpn-jenution

of p with (diagonal) elt-meuts rn , the entropy reads

5 = -A ^ r n l n r n (2')



The formal akinship between (1) and (2*) led to the widespread conviction that entropy
and Shannon's information are the same physical entity. In this letter we shall delve into
this question and show how this quantities are related.

Assume the system is prepared in a given representation (angular momentum, number
of quanta, coherent, squeezed, etc. ) henceforth denoted by \a > and that these states are
normalized, i.e., < a\a > = 1. The energy expectation value in that state is

tfft=<a|H|a>. (3)

Thus, the system's mean energy E, which is supposedly known a priori can be expressed
as

a

Of course, the po'« satisfy

£>. = !• (5)
o

The probability of finding the system in a given |o > state is obtained by varying the
quantity

r = -*£>alnpo - W Y,P°Ho-tf - 1)X>*. (6)
a a a

where 0* and ->* are Lagrange multiplies whose role is to inforce the energy and normal-
ization constraints, respectively. With this prescription, the probabilities pa read

(7)

Here, Z* stands for the " partition function "

Inserting (7) into (1), allows us to express / in terms of the mean energy,

/ = £•£ +In Z\ (9)

where $* is fixed through the equation,

In a similar fashion, the density matrix should satisfy the energy and normalization
constraints

(11)



Trp=l (12)

and the density matrix is obtained by varying the quantity

5' = -k Tr pinp - p/lr pH - (7 - 1) Tr p. (.3).

The result is
p = Z - V * H . (14)

where Z is the system's true partition function

Z = Tr t-'H = £ < o|*~'H|o > - (15)

Here, the counterparts to equations (9) and (10) are

S = 0E + kxZ, (16)

and
E = -—. (17).

Notice that eqs. (8) and (15) differ only by the interchange of the the exponential
map of an operator by a trace operation. Except for the particular situation where the
representation consists of Hamiltonean eigenstates, these operations do not commute and,
in general, Z' does not agree with Z. For the same reason, Z', in contrast to Z, is not
invariant under unitary transformations. Although the information and entropy are given
by expressions formally identical, they have been phrased exclusively in terms of Z* and Z,
respectively (compare (9) and (10) with (16) and (17)). ThtTefore, the above conclusions
translate automatically for the Entropy and Information, namely, that Shannon's Infor-
mation is not invariant under unitary transformations and that it agrees vrith the Entropy
only for those representations consisting of hamiHontan-eigenstales !! In order to illustrate
these facts we shall now proceed to compute both these quantities for a very simple toy
model.

The Harmonic Oscillator - The Coherent States Representation

Here we shall consider our system as consisting of a harmonic oscillator whose angular
frequency is u> and which was prepared in a coherent state. In what follows, we shall gauge
the energy in such a manner to omit zero point energies. Accordingly, £ is to be understood
as the mean energy above the zero point. Since the energy eigenvalues are En = nAw, the
oscillator's partition function (15) reads

~ (18)



which can be easily computed to be

Next, we insert (19) into the entropy definition (16) and, after solving eq. (17) for p(E)
we obtain the well known result

£ ! Y>- (20)
Now, in contrast to the entropy, the information (1) is representation dependent. Coherent
states are the closest quantum counterparts of a classical system since they have the
property of minimazing the *m/mni uncertainty (in communication jargon, the amount of
quantum noise). This property turn these states very suitable for technological purposes
(fibre optics, wave guides..eic. ). Mathematically, a coherent jo > state is defined through
the eigenvalue problem

a|a > = a\a > . (21)

where a stands for the annihilation operator and a = ai + iaj is a complex number. It
can be shown thatl13) m

~ " i >. (22)

In this representation the hamiltonian matrix element (3) reads

Ho = hu\a\2 - M a ? + *l). (23)

Since the probability distribution is now continuous (Gaussian) the summation over the
states in (8) ought to be understood as the integrations

J-eo
(24).

Before proceeding we call to mind the well known fact'13) that any continuous distribution
inflicts Information (1) with two patologie*: first, when the distribution function is very
sharp, corresponding to low missing information, the information ten^j to -• -00. Second,
the information can only be determined up to an additive constant (this should be a familiar
problem from classical statistical mechanics). Performing the above integrals gives:

Now, inserting (25) into (9) while solving eq.(10) for /?'(£), yields after some algebra

I' \ l (26)



In light of the previous remark we ask how Information should be gauged, i.e., how to fix ihr
additive constant. The following remark will clear up the problem. Foi high energies lhe
system is supposed to behave in a &emicla^>ical manner and, in this» regime, the infoi niation
ought to be reprcãenlauun independent. Ih'-ia, if £/&-> >> 1, then I._, -* S Howi-v«
(26') does not fullril this condition, which can be amended by subtracting Imr. Therefore,
the correct informatioit of a system prepared in a coherent state and whose mean energy
is E is not given by (2Cj but instead by

Io = l + ln^~. (27)

Comparing (27) to (20) we immediatly see that

5 > /„. (28)

This example raises the natural question whether this inequality holds in general or if it
is rather a particularity of this example. Since entropy and information are equivalent for
all representations where the h&miltonian matrix is diagonal, an equivalent statement of
the problem is: which representation leads to the maximum Information ? The answer is
provided by the following theorem.

Maximum Information Representation Theorem

Let assume that the system was prepared in some representation {\tl> >} such that
< V'i</> >= 1 and that the mean energy is a priori known to be E. Thus, the maximum
amount of information is obtained by varying (9) whith respect to \\p > while keeping E
fixed,

= 0 . (29)

The variation of the "partition function" (S) gives

which can be rewrilen in a more compact form,

' = -Z-lfim £*//,<-'*"• - E6pT. (30)

Inserting (30) into (29) gives the equation

^w0. (31)



which can be readily seen to be equivalent to the problem of Bnding the "partition function"
extrema at fixed $*.

We ahall now focus attention on the hamiltonian matrix element and ask when its
variation vankhes.úe., when

5S^ .32,

After using the normalization condition < VlV* > = 1> this can be easily shown to occur
whenever

= 0 . (33)

Given the arbitrariness of the variations |ty >, this condition can be met only if

> = 0. (34)

where P± = I — \$ >< ^| is the projection operator in the space orthogonal to |v£» >- It
is evident that condition (34) cannot be fulfilled if H|V* > has a component in a space
orthogonal to [\!> >. In other words, \ip > must be a H&miltonian eigenstate ! Recalling
the condition for the Information maximization (31), we conclude that Information is
mmnmixed for and only for those representations constituted of energy etgenstates. Since
for these representations the Information and Entropy agree, an alternative statement is

S > I. (35)

Final Remarks

In this letter we cleared up the long-standing misidentification of Shannon's Informa-
tion with the Entropy of a system: Information, in contrast to the Entropy, is not even
invariant under unitary transformations. Nevertheless, these quantities agree if the sys-
tem is prepared to be in an energy-eigenstate-representation. We have further shown that
Shannon's Information is maximized for and only for the energy eigenstate-represcriUtions.
An equivalent statement is that the system's Entropy sets an upper bound for the Infor-
mation. This result has far reaching consequences, both from the fundamental as well
from the practical standpoints. For instance, it tells that for data storing purposes, the
most efficient way of encoding information is to prepare the system in a representation
which commutes with the hamiltonian. Another consequence can be found in the recent
avenues in the quantum capacity formulas. Indeed, very recently it has been possible to
give an analytical proof!14! for a longstanding conjecture due originally to Brernermaini'11'
and Dekefihlein'4! which sets the upper bound on the noi&eless tingle chaiuicl capacity

= £//* biti s~*. The basic proof rested upon energy representation premise and the



universal character of this result could then be only conjectured. The above result |»uih
this conjecture into a firm basis.
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